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What we did

We ported MP-DCCP to Android 13 (Android T) phones with 5.10 Kernel, and verified 

the availability and interoperability of MP-DCCP through LAN and WAN iperf.

 Read MP-DCCP specification

 Ported MP-DCCP & U-DCCP converter (see Backup)

 Solved compilation problems (see Backup)

 iperf interoperability test



The interoperability test is based on the MP-DCCP Linux reference implementation , using iperf3 
with MP-DCCP support, both LAN and WAN environments are setup for test.

2. WAN

Remote server (server) IP:213.239.223.XXX

Mobile phone (client)   IP:1.202.162.XXX

1. LAN

Virtual machine (server)  IP: 192.168.3.xx

Mobile phone (client)      IP: 192.168.3.xx  &   192.168.31.xx

Mobile phone: Redmi K50G with Dual-WLAN capability, running Xiaomi modified 5.10.101-version

Virtual machine: Kernel version is 4.14.111

Remote server: Kernel version is 4.14.111

 Test environment

 Test equipment

Preparation of equipment and environment

UDP <-> DCCP header conversion used to avoid 

problems with middle boxes

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-amend-

tsvwg-dccp-udp-header-conversion-01



 Options that need to be configured

1. Enable MP-DCCP on every physical interface

2. Configure transfer options

3. Configure routing on every physical interface

4. Set U-DCCP translation port

Configure the MP-DCCP-related routing rules and interfaces, and specify one port known by both parties 
to convert the UDP protocol to the MP-DCCP to ensure the normal transmission of data packets

 Interoperability testing

Iperf –c/-s

Preparation for Interoperability test

Functions need to be verified

Handshaking (1st and 2nd sub-flow)

MP_CAPABLE

MP_KEY

MP_JOIN

MP_HMAC

MP_SEQ

MP_RTT

MP_CLOSE

MP_PRIO

MP_ADDADDR

MP_CONFIRM

MP_REMOVEADDR

Fallback mechanism



Interoperability test

Function verified

Handshaking 
1st subflow

MP_CAPABLE

MP_KEY

Draft specification



Interoperability test

Function verified

Handshaking 
2nd subflow

MP_JOIN

MP_HMAC

Draft specification



Interoperability test

Function verified

MP_SEQ

MP_RTT

Draft specification



Interoperability test

Function verified

MP_CLOSE

Draft specification



Interoperability test

Draft specificationFunction verified

MP_PRIO

MP_ADDADDR

MP_CONFIRM



Interoperability test

Draft specificationFunction verified

MP_REMOVEADDR

Scenario: MP-DCCP is disabled immediately after
1st subflow establishment:

Attempt of establishing second subflow fails with
DCCP-Reset

Function verified

Fallback mechanism



Next steps

• Deploy encapsulation framework to allow multipath transport of any 
IP traffic -> https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-amend-tsvwg-
multipath-framework-mpdccp-01 -> available at 
https://github.com/telekom/tunprox

• Realtime service tests, e.g. Skype



Conclusion

• The functions of MP-DCCP works well

Different combinations of MP-DCCP implementations are used for interoperability
tests: 4.14 and 5.10 Linux reference implementation + Android 13 port (Xiaomi 
modified)

• Both LAN and WAN tests prove the completeness and maturity of MP-
DCCP draft -06

• The Usage and operations are similar to MPTCP



Backup – Porting details



Port to MP-DCCP & U-DCCP converter

 MP-DCCP and U-DCCP repository

https://github.com/telekom/mp-dccp

https://github.com/telekom/u-dccp

 Add configuration items in gki_defconfig

Contains all functions of MP-DCCP prototype:

Scheduler selection

Path manager selection

Reordering engine selection

Path priority configuration

Congestion Control selection and queue setup

CONFIG_IP_DCCP=y
CONFIG_IP_DCCP_CCID2_DEBUG=y
CONFIG_IP_DCCP_CCID3_DEBUG=y
CONFIG_IP_DCCP_CCID5_DEBUG=y
CONFIG_IP_DCCP_DEBUG=y
CONFIG_IP_MPDCCP=y
CONFIG_IP_MPDCCP_DEBUG=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_SRTT=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_ROUNDROBIN=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_REDUNDANT=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_OTIAS=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_CPF=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_SCHED_HANDOVER=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_REORDER_FIXED=y
CONFIG_MPDCCP_STATS=y
CONFIG_U_DCCP=y

MP-DCCP and U-DCCP are both kernel mode programs. After adding their code to the kernel, we can compile the 

Android kernel with MP-DCCP function by opening the MP-DCCP related configuration options.



Compilation problems

 Variables declared but not used

warning: unused variable ‘peeked’ 

 Type error

const struct in_ifaddr *ifa -> struct in_ifaddr *ifa

 Common data structure changes require both common and msm repositories to be changed

struct sk_buff {

…

char cb[128] __aligned(8);//48->128

};

 Different function names in Linux and Android kernels

flowi4_to_flowi_common->flowi4_to_flowi 

The reasons for compilation errors are syntax errors and errors caused by the difference between the Android 
and Linux kernels


